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August 13, 2014
Dear Fellow Stockholders,
The second quarter of 2014 was an excellent quarter -for the company. Our book value for the second quarter
was $11.09 per diluted common share, thus representing a 6.0% return on book value after accounting for a
dividend of $0.26 per share. (1) This brings our total return on book value for the first six months of the year to
9.9%.(1) Over the last twelve months, we have delivered a total return on book value of 16.0% which we are
proud of considering the volatility in the interest rate environment. (1) Comparatively, the 10-year treasury has
returned only 3.7% during the same time period.(2) Our performance illustrates our investment team’s ability to
manage our portfolio and generate alpha across various rate and mortgage environments. In the quarter, we
also delivered Comprehensive Income of $230.8 million, or $0.63 per diluted weighted average share, which
represents a return on average equity of 23.0%.
Another highlight from the quarter is the considerable progress we made on our mortgage loan conduit and
mortgage servicing rights (MSR) platforms. Our conduit pipeline continues to gain momentum. At quarter-end,
we had over $1 billion of prime jumbo holdings and pipeline locks on a combined basis, up from approximately
$300 million at the end of the first quarter. This success demonstrates the work we have done advancing our
existing originator relationships, and we are identifying additional candidates for inclusion in our pipeline.
Subsequent to quarter-end, we completed a securitization, Agate Bay Mortgage Trust 2014-1. After
completing this deal, the company’s prime jumbo holdings and pipeline totaled approximately $1 billion, as of
August 6. We intend to complete other securitizations as market conditions permit. From a financing
perspective, we expect to continue utilizing funding from the Federal Home Loan Bank of Des Moines to
support our conduit activities, which will allow us to provide consistent pricing to our originator partners and is
an important way for us to optimize our overall funding mix.
We are continuing to explore opportunities to add MSR on a flow and bulk basis from a variety of partners. In
the second quarter, we completed a bulk acquisition of MSR from Flagstar Bank, FSB and continued to acquire
MSR through our flow-sale arrangement with PHH Corp. Going forward, we expect to see opportunities in the
MSR sector for both flow-sale arrangements and bulk transactions through our originator relationships. As we
have said in the past, we are focused primarily on new production MSR given its attractive yield and hedge
benefits to our portfolio.
Both our Rates(3) and Credit(4) strategies performed well during the second quarter. Agency RMBS benefitted
from tighter spreads in the quarter and non-Agency RMBS continued to appreciate. This quarter, we wanted to
take an in-depth look at the performance of our non-Agency portfolio by putting together a webinar as a case
study for how home price appreciation (HPA) has impacted the performance of one of the bonds in our
portfolio. The webinar can be found at www.twoharborsinvestment.com under the “Investors” and “Webinars”
links. This webinar profiles a subprime bond that we held in our portfolio for several years and have referred to
in past webinars and presentations. We recently sold this bond at a price close to par, which we were happy
about as we had purchased it at a significant discount. That said, home prices remain well off peak levels and
coupled with low mortgage rates and other factors, has contributed to high home affordability. This data
indicates that upside potential remains for deeply discounted non-Agency RMBS.

There are a number of macroeconomic events and legislative proposals that could impact our business.
Unemployment figures improved during the quarter, dropping to 6.1% in June. This metric, coupled with
continued positive home price appreciation, creates an improving foundation for the performance of our Credit
strategy. (4) The Federal Reserve has announced that they intend to fully end its quantitative easing program
after the October 2014 meeting, assuming the economy progresses as expected. The Federal Reserve also
noted that it would likely maintain its current Fed Funds target range of 0.00% to 0.25% for a considerable
time after the program ends, especially if inflation remains below the 2.0% target. We believe the end of the
Federal Reserve’s accommodative policy will likely continue to impact the mortgage-backed securities market
in the coming months.
The future role of the GSEs remains a popular topic in Washington, as a number of proposals have been
presented over the past few months regarding GSE reform. That being said, there is widespread recognition of
the need for private capital to support the U.S. housing market. We believe that permanent capital providers,
such as mortgage REITs like Two Harbors, can play an integral role in reducing the government’s footprint in
the mortgage market. To that end, we have maintained a dialogue with many in Washington to help create
solutions to the challenges facing the mortgage market.
We believe that Two Harbors distinguishes itself through alpha generation and best-in-class governance
practices. We continue to innovate and grow our business prudently and incrementally. We feel the future is
very bright.
Thank you for your interest in Two Harbors.
Sincerely,

Thomas Siering
President and Chief Executive Officer
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Total return on book value is calculated as the increase in book value, plus dividends declared, for the indicated time period as measured
from June 30, 2014.
Source: Bloomberg as of June 30, 2014.
Assets in “Rates” include Agency RMBS, Agency Derivatives (inverse interest-only securities) and MSR.
Assets in “Credit” include non-Agency RMBS, prime jumbo residential mortgage loans, net economic interest in securitization trusts and
credit sensitive loans.

Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation includes “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the safe harbor provisions of the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform
Act of 1995. Actual results may differ from expectations, estimates and projections and, consequently, readers should not rely on these forward-looking statements
as predictions of future events. Words such as “expect,” “target,” “assume,” “estimate,” “project,” “budget,” “forecast,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “may,” “will,”
“could,” “should,” “believe,” “predicts,” “potential,” “continue,” and similar expressions are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. These forwardlooking statements involve significant risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from expected results, including, among other
things, those described in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2013, and any subsequent Quarterly Reports on form 10-Q, under the
caption “Risk Factors.” Factors that could cause actual results to differ include, but are not limited to, higher than expected operating costs, changes in prepayment
speeds of mortgages underlying our residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS), the rates of default or decreased recovery on the mortgages underlying our nonAgency securities, failure to recover credit losses in our portfolio, changes in interest rates and the market value of our assets, the availability of financing, the
availability of target assets at attractive prices, our ability to manage various operational risks associated with our business, our ability to maintain our REIT
qualification, limitations imposed on our business due to our REIT status and our exempt status under the Investment Company Act of 1940, the impact of new
legislation or regulatory changes on our operations, the impact of any deficiencies in the servicing or foreclosure practices of third parties and related delays in the
foreclosure process, our ability to acquire mortgage loans or securitize the mortgage loans we acquire, our involvement in securitization transactions, the timing and
profitability of our securitization transactions, the risks associated with our securitization transactions, our ability to acquire mortgage servicing rights, the impact of
new or modified government mortgage refinance or principal reduction programs, unanticipated changes in overall market and economic conditions, and our
exposure to claims and litigation, including litigation arising from our involvement in securitization transactions and investments in mortgage servicing rights.
Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance upon any forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date made. Two Harbors does not undertake or
accept any obligation to release publicly any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statement to reflect any change in its expectations or any change in events,
conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based. Additional information concerning these and other risk factors is contained in Two Harbors’
most recent filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. All subsequent written and oral forward-looking statements concerning Two Harbors or matters
attributable to Two Harbors or any person acting on its behalf are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements above.

